Arif & Ricky

Timeless

INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

We're convinced that you’ll make the most of it.
It will save you tons of hours of planning, which
saves you money and more importantly,
headaches!
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Welcome!

TIMELESS INSTAGRAM
CALENDAR

Hello beautiful people!
We are Arif & Ricky, LGBTQIA+ Influencers and Personal Brand Strategists that have reached
more than 100k followers organically with our Instagram account @arif_and_ricky and keep
growing!
We've designed a TIMELESS INSTAGRAM CALENDAR with 366 days full of content ideas, for
you to easily achieve your Instagram goals.
Also, you'll get our secret and exclusive hashtag strategy, how to make the most of your
Stories, loads of extra weekly hashtags, a juicy list with the best open questions to use in your
captions, reels, IGTVs..., tons of inspirational quotes, info on when is best to post, a timeless
Instagram Workbook, and our private tips to get 100k followers!
Let's enjoy the journey!
Arif & Ricky
Xx
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What is the

TIMELESS INSTAGRAM CALENDAR?

As time means money to any entrepreneur, we've designed the Timeless Instagram
Calendar bearing that in mind.
It is 100% intuitive and user friendly!
We're here to save you money!
The calendar is divided by months, and on each page you'll find 7 days, with one or
several topics per day. Those are the REAL topics that specific day is special for, not
just something we came up with.
The calendar is structured having the numeric days of the year in mind, not the days
of the week. This means that the calendar is timeless! You can start using it any day of
the year! You can even use it forever! Because all the topic-days chosen are
permanent. For example, the #BeHeard day, that encourages small businesses to
stand up for themselves and their ideas, is and always will be on March 7th.
When you buy a calendar that focusses on the days of the week, you are chained to
that specific year, and obliged to buy a new one the following year. Also, it would be
unlikely that you would buy the calendar on January 1st, which makes you lose days
of content, and therefore, money.
With our calendar, as it is not attached to weekly days, it doesn't matter when you get
it or when you start using it, because it works FOREVER!
You will not need another calendar next year!
You've just saved tons of money!
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What is the

TIMELESS INSTAGRAM CALENDAR?

The topics are displayed as hashtags, but that doesn't necessarily mean that you have
to use that hashtag. You can if you want to, but the goal is to have a topic for that day,
to have inspiration.
And now is the perfect moment to explain what we think about hashtags and niche,
before we tell you how to use the topic of the day.
Although you'll find a detailed hashtag strategy at the end of the TIMELESS
INSTAGRAM CALENDAR, we want to explain something crucial we learned during our
journey, and this might be the best hashtag tip you'll ever receive...
Niching down is everything!
Just in case you are not familiarized with this term, we'll summarize it by saying that
your niche is you, the transformation you have been through, the struggle you have
overcome. For example: we are a gay couple who've learned how to deal with hate,
and have decided to show the world how we face life with a smile on our faces. Just
with a quick look into our Instagram, you'll be able to recognise that. That is your aim,
define your niche, and focus on working around it.
Now, what does all that have to do with hashtags?
Before we answer that question, we'll give you another priceless tip!
Instagram, as you know, is a social media platform. Social doesn't just mean that you
have to be social (which you definitely have to), but it also means that people want to
socialize. If you bombard your audience (and more importantly, future audience) with
sales, and sales, and sales, they will either unfollow you or what is worse, stop
engaging with your content.
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What is the

TIMELESS INSTAGRAM CALENDAR?

People want to know YOU. Do you need to tell them about your life? No.
It doesn't matter if you are a brand, an agency, an influencer... whatever! In order for
you to grow on Instagram, people must fall in love with you. They should want to
know what your thoughts about things are. They should crave for information about
your struggles to stop feeling alone. They should want to be inspired by you.
You are intelligent enough to understand all this, and know that your Instagram
(whichever the niche is) will not need to become the new Big Brother. It is not about
that. The point is to be you, to be frank, to be honest and sincere. And then, and just
then, you can sprinkle here and there your "busninessy" posts.
How many?
There is not right or wrong here, but we would say 70% you and 30% business. But
even that 30% needs to be cleverly done!
Now we can come back to the question: what does all that have to do with hashtags?
Well, bearing in mind all we've mentioned, every single one of the topics we propose
works for any type of niche, because in order to grow on Instagram, you have to give
the best "yourselfness" to your audience.
Let's use a few topics and some niches as examples on the next page.
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TIMELESS INSTAGRAM CALENDAR?
On February 20th we've got: #SocialJustice
That, as Google kindly tells us, is a way to raise a voice against social injustice and to
bring the various international communities together to eliminate poverty, gender
and physical discrimination, illiteracy, and religious discrimination to make a socially
integrated society.
We propose: to raise your voice against a social injustice that touches you the most,
or one you've never talked about before, by doing a LIVE which you'll post on IGTV
afterwards. And depending on your niche, let's see what you could do with this
topic/idea:
Conscious consumers: Talk about child slavery, encouraging audience to buy
local.
Health and wellness: Talk about any health condition discrimination you've seen.
Pet owners: Talk about pet abandonment, and raise awareness about it.
The LGBTQ+ community: Talk about 3 moments you've been bullied this week.
Travellers: Talk about poverty you've seen during your travels.
Gamers: Talk about how cool it is to play against people from all over the world!
Homeowners: Talk about racism suffered in your area.
Activism: depending on what you fight for... this one is 100% for you! :)
Remote workers: Show all the different societies you see in your work travels.
Dating and Relationships: Talk about the respect towards different genders.
Self-Improvement: Talk about how having respect for others has made you a
better person.
Wealth Building: Talk about how being respectful was the way to succeed.
Make Money on the Internet: Offer your help (for free) to teach something.
Beauty: Talk about different concepts of beauty from different cultures.
Technology: Show how less rich countries have more interesting ways of solving
problems.
Personal Finance: Be thankful for what you've got.
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TIMELESS INSTAGRAM CALENDAR?
On May 25th we've got: #Wine (we assume that all our clients are adults.)
There is no need to explain what this day celebrates... hehe!
We propose to share a PHOTO of yourself enjoying a glass of wine. And depending on
your niche, let's see what you could do with this topic/idea:
Conscious consumers: Talk about 3 wines from their region.
Health and wellness: Talk about 5 benefits of drinking wine sometimes.
The LGBTQ+ community: Celebrate with a glass of wine what you've overcome.
Travellers: 10 wines from 10 different places.
Gamers: Pair 3 games with 3 wines that could match!
Homeowners: Toast with a glass of wine for the time you've spent in your beautiful
home.
Remote workers: Take a break from work and enjoy a good glass of wine.
Dating and Relationships: 3 wines you would bring to a home dinner.
Self-Improvement: Wonderful prize for achieving your weekly goals!
Wealth Building: 3 wines you'd give as a present after closing a nice deal.
Make Money on the Internet: Do a giveaway (bottle of wine).
Beauty: Do some research on wine therapy and share your thoughts.
Technology: Create a meme with you and the character "Bender" from "Futurama"
(a robot whose fuel is alcohol)
Personal Finance: Talk about which wines you buy depending on your weekly
budget.
You see? Having in mind that you need to be social, to be you, to show who you are, you
can make any topic YOURS!
All the ideas you'll find in the TIMELESS INSTAGRAM CALENDAR work for any niche
anyways, precisely because they follow our proven idea that your audience needs to
know YOU. As you can see, the possibilities are endless!
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TIMELESS INSTAGRAM CALENDAR?
But obviously, they are totally adaptable, and we actually encourage you to make
them yours!
Anyways, most of the times, what makes the difference is the caption, which by the
way, we'll talk about later. We'll give you some tips to improve them and also a list full
of open questions to add in them!
The next thing you need to know is that you don't need to post every single day. We
started posting every day, but as our Instagram evolved, we realised it was better to do
5 a week instead, so that we're giving more time in between posts for our audience to
engage with the last post.
But you might find that 3 times a week works just as fine! That is up to you.
We help our clients individually with that in our premium program.
You are more than welcome to book a FREE Instagram Audit* with us by clicking here.
Each page of the TIMELESS INSTAGRAM CALENDAR is divided in 3 columns:
TOPIC: what that day is special for, in the form of a hashtag.
CONCEPT: what we propose you to do.
CRAFT: the format we think suits best with that idea proposed.
Again, you are more than welcome to use a different tool to deliver that idea!
We've realized that Instagram loves you when you use all of them!

*The Instagram Audits are free only during certain points throughout the year such as launches, special days,
special offers, etc. Applying for it, even during a period when they are free, doesn't guarantee you to get it. You
will need to pass an eligibility test.
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TIMELESS INSTAGRAM CALENDAR?

At the end of every month we offer you at least 4 extra topics that instead of happening
on a specific numeric day, they happen for example "the first Sunday of the month", or
"the last Sunday", or things like that.
Those are extra ideas for you to have a look, and that you might find more interesting to
talk about.
Also, you'll find attached a ton of weekly hashtags (like #ThursdayThoughts, or
#SaturdayShoutOut) for you to use when the topic or topics proposed don't resonate
whatsoever. As a tip, don't overuse those ;)
All the documents that accompany the TIMELESS INSTAGRAM CALENDAR help making
your content creation life easier. Read them all before even star programming!
Apart from all the golden info we provide you in this valuable package, we invite you to
our Google Drive where we take you further. We'll provide you weekly videos where
we will be giving you specific ideas for every TOPIC; every CONCEPT and wait for it...
EVERY NICHE! What? Yes! You heard correctly! For a whole year since September 13th
you can stop breaking your brain! Join the free group and let's get fun and clear
creative inspiration. And if you feel your niche is not represented, just let us know via
Facebook and we'll add it up!
We're so excited for you to start you new Instagram step, where you'll save so much
time using our TIMELESS INSTAGRAM CALENDAR.
Welcome to the community!
Arif & Ricky
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But there is more!
Alongside all the content ideas you'll find for every day in a whole year, we want
to give you more:
- Our SECRET INSTAGRAM STRATEGY. We share exactly what we've done to get
100k organic followers for the first time out of our paid programs.
- A list of WEEKLY HASHTAGS that you can use literally or as inspiration for your
posts. Use them combined with the topic suggested, or as a stand alone.
- Our best POWERFUL TIPS that has made us reach 100k organic followers on
Instagram.
- EXTRA POST IDEAS. On this list you'll get broader topics that will help you
understand the endless posting possibilities Instagram offers you.
- INSTA STORIES DIAGRAM to make the most of them! A weekly structure for you
to stop burning your brain out!
- 105 OPEN QUESTIONS that will make way easier the creation of your captions,
REELs, IGTVs, GUIDES and daily STORIES!
- 100 INSPIRATIONAL QUOTES ready to use in posts, reels, stories... the
possibilities are as infinite as your imagination!
- WHEN TO POST study. Exclusive information only previously given to our clients.
And some more FREE surprises!
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January
INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

TOPIC

CONCEPTS

#InternationalPublicDomain - Celebrate an author's work that enters into the public domain
this year.
- Create your own artistic response to a work that belongs to
public domain.

1
2
3

4
5

PHOTO
or
CAROUSEL
REEL

#ScienceFiction
#Introvert

- Show your favourite SCI-FI book/film/comic.
- Dress up as your favourite SCI-FI character.
- Tell your audience when you knew you were an introvert.
- 5 things that bother Introvert people.

#FestivalOfSleep

- Describe the way you like to sleep.
- 3 tips to help others sleep.

#Braille
#Spaghetti

- Raise awareness supporting visually impaired people.
- Learn and teach your audience a word in braille.
- Share your favourite spaghetti recipe.
- Recreate a famous movie scene where the actor is eating
spaghetti.

PRERECORDED
IGTV

#Keto

- Create a brand new Keto meal.
- Tell pros and cons about Keto diet.

CAROUSEL

#CuddleUp

- Tell how you feel when you cuddle someone.
- Cuddle a family member you love.

#Tempura

- Share how you make the perfect tempura.
- Show how you would eat tempura if you were in front of your
crush, and you were starving.

6
7

CRAFT
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SHORT
VIDEO ON
FEED

REEL

LIVE
(post it on
IGTV
afterwards)
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January
INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

TOPIC

#Apricot
#StaticElectricity

- Tell why you love apricots.
- 5 benefits of eating apricot.
- Have fun with static electricity.
- How to reduce static electricity at home.

#CutYourEnergyCosts

- Find 3 ways of reducing how much energy
you're using.
- Share how much you spent in energy in the
past 6 months.

#HumanTraffickingAwa
reness

- Share something blue (the colour of Human Trafficking prevention.)
- Share a quote about it.

#WildMen

- Describe what wilderness means to you.
- Share the wildest place you have been to.

PRERECORDED
IGTV

#GlutenFree

- Share your love for gluten free recipes.
- List 5 meals that are naturally gluten free.

REEL

#Logic

- Share your favourite riddle.
- Remember 5 illogic events that happened to you.

12
13
14

SHORT
VIDEO ON
FEED

- Show your new "Lush" bubble bomb.
- Describe your bath routine.

10

11

CRAFT

#BubbleBath

8
9

CONCEPTS
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REEL

LIVE
(post it on
IGTV
afterwards)
PHOTO

CAROUSEL
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January
INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

15

TOPIC

- Make a hat with something unusual.
- Mad Hatter's quote.
- Best place to eat bagels in your town.
- Bagel or Doughnuts?

#Nothing

- Share your "nothing" day routine.
- What nothing means to you?

PRERECORDED
IGTV

#PopeyeDay

- Dress up with a sailor outfit.
- Share your love or hate towards spinach.

CAROUSEL

#Thesaurus
#WinnieThePooh

- Share your favourite unusual word.
- Share 5 synonyms for the world LOVE.
- Favourite Disney character.
- Enjoying honey or a meal with it.
- Raise awareness about bears extinction.

REEL

#Popcorn

- Salty or sweet? Or both? Share how you like them.
- Watching a film and eating popcorn.

#Dj
#CheeseLovers

- Dance your stress out.
- Mash-up of 2 of your favourite songs.
- Trendy recipe with cheese.
- Name your top 5 cheese.

17

19
20
21

CRAFT

#Hat
#Bagel

16

18

CONCEPTS

- 5 benefits of hugging, or hug someone you love.
#Hugging
#SquirrelAppreciation - "Chip & Dale" appreciation post.
- Feeding a squirrel.
#MuseumSelfie
- Your favourite painting.
- Top 5 museums in your country.
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PHOTO

REEL

LIVE
(post it on
IGTV
afterwards)
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January
INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

22
23
24

25
26

TOPIC

CONCEPTS

#RoeVWade

- Talk about abortion. The pic: a simple selfie looking serious at
the camera.
- Share someone else's post defending reproductive rights.

PHOTO

#Pie
#BananaBread

- Challenge your followers to bake with you (let them know 24
hours before via Stories.)
- Fundraise for a charity, selling Pies or Banana Bread..

LIVE
(post it on
IGTV
afterwards)

#Compliment
#DayOfEducation

- Share the best compliment you have received.
- Post 5 positive compliments to your followers.
- Learn and share something new.
- Support people that did not receive an education.

CAROUSEL

#Opposite

- Create your saboteur avatar and share all your opposites traits.
- Share a secret about yourself by saying the opposite.

#Spouses
#GreenJuice
#Customs

- Recreate the first date with your partner.
- Prank your partner.
- 3 benefits of drinking a green juice a day.
- Show your support to the fair trade market.
- Share moments travelling from one country to another.

#HolocaustRemembrance - Share your thoughts about the tragedy.
- Light a candle.

27
28

CRAFT

#Daisy
#Lego
#DataPrivacy

- Lying on grass full of daisies.
- How would you look like if you were made out of "Lego"?
- Your favourite "Lego."
- Thoughts on the evolution of data protection.
- Share your tips to secure your data privacy.
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January
INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

29

TOPIC

CRAFT
REEL

#Puzzle

- Share your favourite puzzle.
- Ask your followers about their favourite puzzles.

#Croissant

- Make puff pastry from scratch.
- Share a breakfast moment.

CAROUSEL

#Backward
#HotChocolate

- Share your "opposite" morning routine (funny video.)
- .5 "opposite" tips for a first date.
- Top 3 activities you do on a rainy day.
- Share your perfect hot chocolate.

PRERECORDED
IGTV

30
31

CONCEPTS

#CleanOffYourDesk (Second Monday in January)
Idea: Before & After of your messy desk. CAROUSEL.
#MartinLutherKing (Third Monday in January)
Idea: If you are black, share your deepest thoughts. If you are not black,
support the "Black Lives Matter" movement by sharing someone else's
post. PHOTO.
#CivilRights (Third Monday in January)
Idea: Share a moment when your rights were challenged. LIVE (post it on
IGTV afterwards).
#InternationalFetish (Third Friday in January)
Idea: Share a fetish of yours. REEL.
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February
INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

1
2
3

4
5
6
7

TOPIC

CONCEPTS

CRAFT
PRERECORDED
IGTV

#BlackHistoryMonth
#GetUp

- Share Book titles by Black Authors.
- Support Anti-Racism Charities.
- Morning routine.
- Share an inspiring story of perseverance.

#Groundhog
#Wetlands

- Re-act a scene from the film "Groundhog Day."
- Share which day you will love to re-live over and over again.
- Promote the conservation and wise use of wetlands.
- Create a response to climate change.

#GoldenRetriever
#WomenPhysicians
#CarrotCake

- Funniest moment with your dog.
- Support dog rescue charities.
- Share the story of a woman physician.
- Raise awareness about discrimination in the scientific field.
- Bake-off challenge with your followers.

CAROUSEL

#Cancer
#GetKidsASmile

- Fundraise for cancer research. Do a Q&A.
- Share something blue and orange.
- Talk about your most beautiful memories when you were a kid.
- Raise awareness about oral health.

LIVE
(post it on
IGTV
afterwards)

#Weatherpersons

- Imitate the weatherperson (with kindness and uplifting their
work.)
- Mood changing because of weather.

- Frozen Yogurt or Ice Cream?
#FrozenYogurt
#ZeroToleranceForFemale - Share your homemade frozen yogurt recipe.
- Challenge the horrendous FGM showing support. Selfie holding
GenitalMutilation

REEL

REEL

PHOTO

a banner made by you, or you making an X with your arms.

#SendACardToAFriend

- Invite your bestie as a guest star on your Instagram.
- Funniest moment with your friends.
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February
INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

TOPIC
#KiteFlying

- Pic flying a kite (from childhood if you have it.)
- Are you flying freely or are you stuck? Share your deepest thoughts
about when you flew away, or will do it. Pic of hand "touching" the
wind.

#Toothache
#Pizza

- 5 home remedies to fight toothache.
- Best pizza you have ever eaten.
- Share the story of Pizza, the way you know it.

#Pulses

- Share 5 different pulses you love.
- Talk about pulses benefits.
- Share a recipe with any pulse.

8
9
10

11

- 3 inventions you could not live without.
#Inventors
#WomenAndGirlsInScie - Raise awareness on how to copy-right protect a new idea.
- Quote your favourite Woman or Girl in STEM.
nce

#Darwin

- Share a moment with an animal.
- Talk about what evolution means to you (of any kind. Yours from
adolescent to adult, for example.)

#Galentines
#Radio

- As "Galentines Day" celebrates platonic friendships, share a special
moment with yours.
- Talk about the radio programme you loved when you were a
teenager

#Lovers
#OrganDonor
#BookGiving

- Give 5 best tips to have a healthy relationship.
- Most beautiful moment with your partner.
- Talk about the importance of being an organ donor.
- Give a book you love to someone (live giveaway.)

12
13
14

CONCEPTS
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CRAFT
PHOTO

REEL

CAROUSEL

SHORT
VIDEO ON
FEED
PHOTO

REEL

LIVE
(post it on
IGTV
afterwards)
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February
INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

15

TOPIC
#SingleAwareness
#ChildhoodCancer

- Celebrate that you are single, and if not, send a message of love to your
"single" followers.
- Send a message of comfort to the world, talking about childhood cancer.
- Close up video of your hand writing a beautiful message (it works for
both ideas.)

#Almond

- Share a recipe made with almonds.
- 3 benefits of eating almonds.

#RandomActsOfKind
ness

- Give 10 quick ideas of random acts of kindness for people to do right
now!
- Share a random act of kindness someone had with you.

#Pluto
#DrinkWine

- Visit your nearby planetarium and do a Vlog of the trip.
- Suggest 3 interesting YouTube videos about the planet.
- Wine tasting of 3 wines.
- Tell your audience 5 moments you love to drink wine.

#TugOfWar

- Playing "Tug of War" with friends, family, or something funnier: with a
tree, dog, doll...
- Educate your audience about the history behind it.

#LoveYourPet
#SocialJustice

- Cute moment with your pet.
- Why you love your pet.
- Raise your voice against a social injustice that touches you the
most, or one you've never talked about before.

#MotherLanguage

- Share 3 of your favourite words from your mother tongue.
- If your mother tongue is different from the one you use on your
Instagram, talk about the challenges you have faced learning the new
one.

16
17

18
19
20
21

CONCEPTS
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FEED
PHOTO

REEL

PRERECORDED
IGTV
PHOTO

LIVE
(post it on
IGTV
afterwards)
REEL
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February
INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

22

TOPIC

- Share where your dog loves going.
- Margarita toast with your friends.
- How to make the perfect margarita.
- Appreciate other culture or country.
- Raise awareness on a global concern.

LIVE
(post it on
IGTV
afterwards)

#PinkShirt

- Speak up about bullying.
- Share a moment when you were bullied.
- Wear a pink shirt SMILING!

CAROUSEL

#PeanutButter

- Favourite recipe with peanut butter.
- Weirdest thing you eat with peanut butter.

#ClamChowder

- Best restaurant that prepares clam chowder.
- Family's clam chowder recipe.

#Pistachio

- How you like the most eating pistachio.
- 3 benefits of pistachio.

24

26
27
28

CRAFT

#WalkingTheDog
#Margarita
#WorldThinking

23

25

CONCEPTS

- You playing any "Pokemon" game.
#Pokemon
#NonGovernmentalOrgani - What is your favourite "Pokemon."
- Talk about a non-governmental organisation you support.
sation
- Join a non-governmental organisation and share your
excitement.

#RareDisease
(29th in leap-year)
#FloralDesign

- Share a story close to you about someone with a rare disease,
raising awareness about it.
- Bring flowers home!
- Pic of a stunning floral design.
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February
INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

29

TOPIC
#RareDisease
#TongueTwister

CONCEPTS
- Research a rare disease you have never heard before, and raise
awareness about it.
- Share your favourite tongue twister and challenge your audience to
record themselves doing it and then, send it to you.

#WearRed (First Friday in February)
Idea: Pic of your lips with red lipstick, sharing a message of hope to help
eradicate heart disease and stroke. PHOTO.
#SaferInternet (Often Second Tuesday in February. 8/02/22)
Idea: 3 tips to make the Internet safer for children. REEL.
#DaisyGatsonBates (Third Monday in February)
Idea: Celebrate this American hero sharing her best quote. SHORT VIDEO
ON FEED.
#SkipTheStraw (Fourth Friday in February)
Idea: Give 3 reasons why we should not use plastic drinking straws. PRERECORDED IGTV.
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March

INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

1

TOPIC

4
5

PRERECORDED
IGTV

- Propose your audience to talk about an inspiring woman a day
on stories, during the whole month.
- Send a message of love to those who have self injured.
- Raise awareness about any type of discrimination.
- 5 songs that transport you to another dimension.

#TeenMentalWellness

- Share your struggles as a teenager, and how you overcame
them.
- 3 tips to destroy your adolescent demons.

#Hearing
#Wildlife
#PeachBlossom

- Promote hearing care by sharing 3 tips.
- What is your favourite animal? And why should they live free?
- Eating peaches and telling why you love them.
- Get a little spicy and take a selfie eating a peach looking at the
camera, and tell why you love the movie "Call me by your name."

#Grammar

- Share a common grammar mistake people make in your area,
and encourage to do a better use of it.
- Quote: "Grammar is sexy."

#MultiplePersonality

- Share different parts of your personality your followers didn't
know about.
- Talk about a story of someone you know (it can be from TV) with
multiple personality, with kindness.

#DredScottCase

- Talk about white privilege, remembering heroes such as Dred
Scott, who fought to abolish slavery.
- Research about him and share support against racism and pro
freedom.

CAROUSEL

#BeHeard

- Pitch your business to your followers.
- Encourage other small businesses to stand up for themselves
and their ideas.

LIVE
(post it on
IGTV
afterwards)

6
7

CRAFT

#WomensHistoryMonth
#SelfInjuryAwareness
#ZeroDiscrimination
#MusicTherapy

2
3

CONCEPTS
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REEL

PHOTO

SHORT
VIDEO ON
FEED
REEL
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March

INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

8
9
10

TOPIC

CRAFT
REEL

#Women
#Proofreading

- Uplift a woman close to you. It is better if it is someone whose story
has never been heard (grandmother, aunt...)
- Speak up about the inequalities between genders.
- Promote your proofreader with a little video.
- Talk about the importance of a proof reader for any business.

#Meatball
#GetOverIt

- Share your meatball recipe.
- Cook with a family member who makes the best meatballs.
- Share something you haven't gotten over yet, and ask your
followers how would they do that.
- Share 5 things you've gotten over this year.

LIVE
(post it on
IGTV
afterwards)

#HugYourDog
#Kidney

- Cute moment with your dog.
- Before and after: from a puppy to a grown-up.
- Raise awareness about kidney problems.
- Smoothie recipe to take care of your kidneys.

CAROUSEL

#Plumbing

- Sexy-funny pic fixing your pipelines.
- 3 aliments that help you go better to the toilet.

SHORT
VIDEO ON
FEED

#PlantAFlower

- Plant a flower and call it after someone you love.
- Talk about your plants.

#Uranus

- Research about the planet and share some intakes.
- (Fun) Show how good your new trousers look on you.

#Mathematics

- Why mathematics are so important.
- Talk about why you loved or hated your maths teacher back in the
day.

11
12
13
14

CONCEPTS

INSTABRANDINGMETHOD.COM

PRERECORDED
IGTV
PHOTO

LIVE
(post it on
IGTV
afterwards)

Arif & Ricky

March

INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

15

TOPIC

CONCEPTS

- Share a positive and a negative experience as a consumer.
#ConsumerRights
#AgainstPoliceBrutality - Talk about a product you love for its purity.

- 10 pieces of information about your business that your
audience might not know.

16
#Evacuation

- Share your thoughts about colonisation.
- Ask your audience what they think about the fact that countries like
England, for example, keep "ruling" other countries. Open a healthy
conversation.

#AwkwardMoments

- Share your funniest awkward moment ever.
- Re-create your dumbest moment.

#LetsLaugh
#ReadToMe

- Do a parody of a movie or series scene.
- Tell a joke.
- Tell that tale that you loved when you were a child.
- Tell a scary story.

#SpringEquinox
#Happiness
#Proposal

- Read a positive poem about Life.
- Flowers all over!
- Pic on a swing.
- Throwback to when you proposed or were proposed.
- Propose happiness, respect and love to yourself.

#Poetry
#DownSyndrome
#EliminationOfRacialDi
scrimination
#Forests

- Share your favourite poem.
- Write a poem LIVE.
- Share an empowering story about someone with Down Syndrome.
- Talk about how to eliminate racism.
- What being in a forest means to you.

17

18

20
21

PHOTO

- Support the "against the police brutality" movement.
- Share a message of peace and respect.

#FreedomOfInformation - Open a conversation about freedom. Are we really free?

19

CRAFT

INSTABRANDINGMETHOD.COM

REEL

LIVE
(post it on
IGTV
afterwards)
REEL

PRERECORDED
IGTV
PHOTO

LIVE
(post it on
IGTV
afterwards)

Arif & Ricky

March

INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

22
23
24

25
26

TOPIC
#Water
#GoofOff

- Raise awareness about places in the world where their
inhabitants don't have clean water to drink.
- 3 benefits of drinking water.
- Do something you wouldn't dare.
- Throwback to a goofy moment.

#Meteorological
#Puppy

- 3 things you like about your city's weather.
- Share your weatherman or weatherwoman's crush.
- Why we should adopt instead of buying puppies.
- Cute moment with a puppy.

CRAFT
REEL

PHOTO

- Support a cause that fights against any kind of violation.
- 10 Human Rights' charities to support.
- Research about Tuberculosis and share info with your
audience.
- Before, now and an optimistic future about Tuberculosis.

CAROUSEL

- 10 horrible things slaves suffered.
- 10 horrible things black people still suffer today.

PRERECORDED
IGTV

#Purple
#Spinach
#EarthHour

- Share a quote from the book/movie "The color purple."
- What the color purple inspires you.
- Favourite recipe with spinach.
- Encourage your followers to turn off all non-essential lights
for an entire hour to symbolise commitment with our planet.

CAROUSEL

#WorldTheater

- Why theater moves you.
- Talk about that theater experience that changed your way
of seeing something.

#RespectYourCat

- Fun moment when your cat is not cute.
- 3 things your cat does when it thinks you are not looking.

International Day for the Right to the Truth
Concerning Gross Human Rights Violations
and for the Dignity of Victims

#TruthAndDignity
#Tuberculosis
International Day of Remembrance of the
Victims of Slavery and the Transatlantic Slave
Trade

#RememberVictimsOfSlavery

27
28

CONCEPTS

INSTABRANDINGMETHOD.COM

PHOTO

SHORT
VIDEO ON
FEED

Arif & Ricky

March

INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

29
30
31

TOPIC

CONCEPTS

CRAFT
PHOTO

#SmokeAndMirrors

- Share a magical moment you've experienced.
- Recommend a magic show or magician you love.

#Doctors
#IAmInControl

- Thank our doctors.
- Best doctor in fiction.
- Share how you took or are going to take control of your life.
- Encourage your followers to take control of their lives.

SHORT
VIDEO ON
FEED

#BackUp
#CesarChavez

- Remind your audience to protect their digital documents.
- Share a moment when you lost an important digital document.
- On this day that celebrates his commitment to social justice and respect
for human dignity, share issues that happen in your community, and talk
about how to solve them.

LIVE
(post it on
IGTV
afterwards)

#EmployeeAppreciation (First Friday in March)
Idea: Give a shout-out to your employees, or fellow employees. SHORT
VIDEO ON FEED.
#Unplugging (First Friday in March)
Idea: Encourage your followers to unplug, unwind, relax and do things
other than using today's technology, electronics, and social media. LIVE
(post it on IGTV afterwards.)
#LightSavingTimeStarts (Second Sunday in March)
Idea: Research about the beginning of it. PHOTO.
#Wellderly (Third Monday in March)
Idea: Share a cute moment with and elderly person and talk about their
story. REEL.

INSTABRANDINGMETHOD.COM

Arif & Ricky

April

INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

1
2
3

4
5
6
7

TOPIC
#AprilFools
#FunAtWork

CONCEPTS
- Do a prank.
- Tell a joke.
- Fun video with coworkers.
- Video doing boring stuff at work in a fun way.

#InternationalChildrensBook - Share your favourite book when you were a child.
- Recommend a children's book you love now.
#AutismAwareness

CRAFT
REEL

PHOTO

- Talk about a famous person with autism, and how they
succeeded.
- Help end the stigma around people with autism.

#Party
#FindARainbow

- Celebrate Life being thankful.
- Send beautiful messages to all the people that have influenced
you positively in your life.
- Send a message of hope to anyone you feel needs it now.
- Make a promise.

SHORT
VIDEO ON
FEED

#UnitedNationsMine
Awareness

- Remind people about the amount of wars that are happening
right now in the world.
- Send a message of love to those that lost their lives because of
a bomb mine.

CAROUSEL

#GoldStarSpouses

- As this day honours the surviving loved ones of military service
members killed in the line of duty, remind your audience the
absurdity of wars.
- Talk about peace.

PHOTO

International Day of Sport
for Development and Peace
#SportForPeace

- Focus your post on one of these 3: health, education or social
inclusion, and how practicing a sport helps.
- Tell your story or a story of someone you know (it could be an
interview), about how practising a sport led you to a healthier life.

LIVE
(post it on
IGTV
afterwards)

#WorldHealth
#RemembranceOfTheVicti
msOfTheRwandaGenocide

- Perfect moment to reflect about COVID.
- Send a message of hope.
- 800,000 people died during the Rwanda Genocide in 1994.
Let's remember those innocent souls.
- Talk about a current dictatorship in the world.

PRERECORDED
IGTV

INSTABRANDINGMETHOD.COM

Arif & Ricky

April

INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

TOPIC

10

- Share your thoughts about borders and patriotism.
- Where do you feel more... whole? Water, forest, desert...

PRERECORDED
IGTV

#Unicorn
#NameYourself

- Show your support to the LGBTQIA+ community.
- Share a message of respect.
- How would you have loved to be named and why?
- Share 3 truths about yourself that nobody knew before.

PHOTO

#Sibling
#Homeopathy

- Lovely moment with your sibling/s.
- How important your sibling/s are for you.
- 3 things you like about homeopathy.
- 3 things you are intrigued about homeopathy.

CAROUSEL

#Pet

- How you look after your pet.
- Raise awarenesses about how many pets are abandoned a year.

LIVE
(post it on
IGTV
afterwards)

International Day of
Human Space Flight
#ToInfinityAndBeyond
#StreetChildren

- Favourite "Toy Story" moment.
- Your take on extraterrestrial life.
- Research about where in the world children still work. and share
your knowledge.
- 3 charities that help erasing children working in the streets.

SHORT
VIDEO ON
FEED

#Scrabble
#MakeLunchCount
#PlantAppreciation

- Your favourite not-well-known word.
- 3 quick and healthy lunches to take out.
- 7 lunches (for each day of the week) in 7 seconds video.
- How crucial plants are for humans.
- Show off your plants.

#Dolphin
#MomentOfLaughter

- Why sea parks shouldn't exist.
- Talk about how many dolphins die when human caught tuna
(watching the documentary "Seaspiracy" on Netflix will help.)
- Remember an awkward moment you couldn't help laughing.
- 5 best comedies.

11
12
13
14

CRAFT

#AllIsOurs

8
9

CONCEPTS

INSTABRANDINGMETHOD.COM

REEL

CAROUSEL

Arif & Ricky

April

INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

TOPIC

- Your favourite piece of Art (any kind.)
- What Art means to you.

#Voice

- Raise your voice to talk about an injustice.
- Give voice to someone who, for some reason, wasn't able to express
themselves before (possible interview.)

LIVE
(post it on
IGTV
afterwards)

#Bat
#Haemophilia

- Share your love for/fear of bats.
- What's your favourite vampires movie?"
- Raise awareness about haemophilia or other inherited bleeding
disorders.
- Share a close story about this.

SHORT
VIDEO ON
FEED

16

18
19

#MonumentsAndSites - Reflect, interpret or review a monument of your city.
- Support inclusive and diverse points of view in heritage identification,
#Columnists
conservation and transmission to future generations.
- What is your favourite columnist?
- If you had to write a column, in which magazine and what would you write about?

PHOTO

PRERECORDED
IGTV

#Primrose

- Post about primrose, or any other flower's, appreciation.
- What does primrose transmit to you?

PHOTO

#Lookalike

- Who do you think you lookalike physically?
- Who do you think you lookalike (or want to) personally?

REEL

World Creativity and
Innovation Day
#createandinnovate

- How you like to let your creativity fly.
- What is the most creative thing you've ever done?

20
21

CRAFT

#Art

15

17

CONCEPTS

INSTABRANDINGMETHOD.COM

LIVE
(post it on
IGTV
afterwards)

Arif & Ricky

April

INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

22

TOPIC
#Earth

- 10 most beautiful raw places you've been to.
- 3 tips to contribute to improve climate change.

#Book

- 5 books that have changed your life.
- If you were to write a book, what would it be about?

#FashionRevolution

- What fashion means to you.
- Your favourite fashion era or fashion designer.

#DNA
#Penguin
#Malaria

- Do a DNA test and share your results.
- Favourite song from the album "DNA" by "Little Mix."
- Reaction to a funny video with penguins.
- Research about Malaria and share knowledge.
- Raise awareness by talking about 3 charities.

#GetOrganized
#ChernobylDisaster
Remembrance

- How you organize your day, week or month.
- 3 tips to improve organisation skills.
- Message of love to those whose lives were affected by the
Chernobyl disaster.

#MarineMammalRescue

- Share wise ways to consume seafood.
- Support a charity that helps marine mammals.

#Superhero
#SafetyAndHealthAtWork

- Who is your favourite superhero and why?
- Which superpower would you love to have and/or what superpower you
already have?
- 5 health and safety protocols in your work.
- To raise awareness, share a tragic story you know that didn't follow any
health and safety protocol.

23
24

25
26
27
28

CONCEPTS

INSTABRANDINGMETHOD.COM

CRAFT
PHOTO

SHORT
VIDEO ON
FEED
REEL

PRERECORDED
IGTV
REEL

PHOTO

CAROUSEL

Arif & Ricky

April

INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

29
30

TOPIC

CONCEPTS

#InternationalDance - Dance, Dance, DANCE!

- Remember a dancer or a piece of dance that you love.

#Jazz
#Honesty

- Share you favourite Jazz song or singer.
- Share a movie you love that has got Jazz music as the main theme or
background.
- Be honest about something that is happening in the world and you are
not liking.

#Walking (First Wednesday in April)
Idea: 5 best routes for a stroll in your city. CAROUSEL.
#Silence (*LGBTQ" In April, always different day. 8/04/2022)
Idea: Share your or someone else's bullying story. LIVE, maybe an
interview (post it on IGTV afterwards.)
#HighFive (In April, always different day. 17/04/2022)
Idea: High five with someone endearing. PHOTO.
#WearYourPyjamasToWork (In April, always different day. 19/04/2022)
Idea: Fun day with coworkers. REEL dancing wearing pyjamas.
#GuideDog (last Wednesday in April)
Idea: Research about guide dogs and tell 5 incredible things they help
with. PRE-RECORDED IGTV.

INSTABRANDINGMETHOD.COM

CRAFT
REEL

CAROUSEL

Arif & Ricky

May

INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

TOPIC

1

#InternationalLabour
#Loyalty
#GlobalLove

- Celebrate you have a job and send a message of kindness to
those not able to find the job of their dreams.
- Who is that person whose loyalty gets you emotional every
time?
- Share a love poem. - Share your love story.

#HarryPotter

- What is your "Harry Potter" house?
- Share your thoughts about separating the author and the piece.

#PressFreedom

- Where are the limits of press freedom (if there are any)?
- Share the news that stroke you the most.

#StarWars

- If you were a character from "Star Wars," which one would you
be?
- How much have Sci-Fi movies or books helped your
imagination and creativity fly?

LIVE
(post it on
IGTV
afterwards)

#AfricanWorldHeritage
#HandHygiene

- 5 wonderful things that Africa has gifted to this world.
- 10 African people, artists or personalities that have changed the
world.
- Best way to moisturise your hands after washing them a lot.

CAROUSEL

#NoDiet
#TouristAppreciation

- Your favourite guilty pleasure.
- Tell why you don't follow any diet.
- Your last trip and a funny anecdote about it.
- 3 dishes you had never tried before, discovering them during
your last holidays.

World Wide Day of Genital
Autonomy
#GenitalAutonomy

- Raise awareness about such a delicate matter.
- Condemn such atrocious practise.

2
3

4
5
6
7

CONCEPTS

INSTABRANDINGMETHOD.COM

CRAFT
SHORT
VIDEO ON
FEED
REEL

PHOTO

PHOTO

PRERECORDED
IGTV

Arif & Ricky

May

INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

8
9
10

TOPIC

13
14

CRAFT
PRERECORDED
IGTV

#Donkey
#Thalassaemia

- Research about this cute animal and share info.
- Lovely moment with a donkey.
- What is Thalassaemia and why should we help now?
- 5 interesting facts about Thalassaemia.

#HurrayForButtons

- How buttons have helped in our lives?
- Fun anecdote when you lost a button.

#Lupus
#CleanYourRoom

- Research about Lupus and send a message of
awareness.
- Share a story of someone you know with Lupus.
- Before and After you've cleaned up your room.
- Fun video cleaning your room and post it fast-speed.

PRERECORDED
IGTV

#EatWhatYouWant

- Challenge! Eating food you never eat due to healthy lifestyle.
- 10 things you would eat if you weren't on a diet.

LIVE
(post it on
IGTV
afterwards)

11
12

CONCEPTS

- Share your favourite Edward Lear's nonsensical poem.
#Limerick
- Write a nonsensical poem.
#ChronicFatigueSyndrome
- Raise awareness about Chronic Fatigue Syndrome (an interview if
#Nurses

PHOTO

REEL

you could would be great!)
- Show admiration for the work of nurses around the world.

#WorldCocktail
#ApplePie

- 3 easy cocktails to make at home.
- Do a face make up inspired by a cocktail.
- Share your granny's apple pie recipe.
- Favourite apple pie from a shop or fast food restaurant.

#DylanThomas

- Share a poem by Dylan Thomas.
- He refused to align with any literary group or artistic movement.
What do you think about artists that like to create thinking out of the
box.

INSTABRANDINGMETHOD.COM

CAROUSEL

PHOTO

Arif & Ricky

May

INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

15
16
17

TOPIC

#ConscientiousObjector - Why wouldn't you ever fight in a war?
- Would you be a conscientious objector if you were called to war?
#Families

20
21

CRAFT
CAROUSEL

- Share pics with your family.
- Share pics with your chosen family.

International Day of Living
Together in Peace

#TogetherInPeace
#Light

- How could the human race achieve peace?
- 10 things to do in order to live in peace with your community.
- Aesthetically pleasing video playing with light (neon, lasers, shadows...)
- Share a cool song in which "light" is the main theme.

#StopHomophobiaTrans - Support the LGBTQIA+ community by sharing a message of love,
respect and kindness.
phobiaAndBiphobia
- Raise awareness about Hypertension: "Control It, Live Longer."
#Hypertension
- How important being accurately and objectively inform about world
#InformationSociety
news is.

REEL

SHORT
VIDEO ON
FEED
REEL

#Museum

- In which museum could you lose yourself for hours?
- 5 great museums around the world.

#MalcomX

- Best quote by Malcom X. You can have a look at our quotes's list ;)
- 5 ways to support the BLM movement.

PHOTO

#RescueDog
#BeAMillionaire

- Impressive famous story about a rescue dog.
- Research about the training of rescue dogs and share 5 things they
need to learn and how.
- 5 millionaire people you admire and how they got there.
- Your way to become a millionaire.

LIVE
(post it on
IGTV
afterwards)

#CulturalDiversity
#Waitstaff

- 3 different approaches to the same thing depending on 3 diverse
cultures.
- Why having culture diversity within your community is crucial.
- Anecdote about some waitstaff that helped improve your experience.
- If you work/ed as a wait staff person, tell a fun anecdote.

PRERECORDED
IGTV

18
19

CONCEPTS

INSTABRANDINGMETHOD.COM

Arif & Ricky

May

INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

22

TOPIC

25

REEL

- Share one quote by Harvey Milk (you can find some on the quotes' list.)
- Talk about bravery and courage, remembering Harvey Milk.
- Raise awareness about the 1 million animal and plant species that are
now threatened with extinction.
- What is your favourite Goth piece of Art (song, movie, clothing design...)

#Turtle

- 3 incredible facts about turtles.
- Make up or cosplay about "Ninja Turtles"

#Brothers
#Schizophrenia

- Share your love for your brother.
- What friend of yours is like your brother?
- 3 famous people with Schizophrenia that you didn't know about.
- Raise awareness about Schizophrenia.

#Wine
#Africa

- 3 wines with 3 dishes.
- How do you prefer to have a glass of wine (alone, friends,
movie...)?
- 7 wonders from Africa.
- 5 interesting facts from Africa most people don't know.

#PaperAirplane

- What would have you written on a paper airplane sent to that
high school crush?
- Tutorial: How to make a paper airplane.

LIVE
(post it on
IGTV
afterwards)

#Sunscreen

- Research about skin cancer and raise awareness about using
sunscreen.
- Share your favourite sunscreen.

PHOTO
or
CAROUSEL

#Burger

- Homemade burger!
- Rank 5 burger restaurants.

26
27
28

CRAFT

#HarveyMilk
#BiologicalDiversity
#Goth

23
24

CONCEPTS

INSTABRANDINGMETHOD.COM

PHOTO

SHORT
VIDEO ON
FEED
REEL

REEL

Arif & Ricky

May

INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

29

TOPIC

#LearnAboutComposting - Research about composting and share 5 interesting facts.
#EndOfTheMiddleAges - Homemade compost.

CRAFT
CAROUSEL

- 5 Movies, series or books about the Middle Ages you love.
- 5 horrendous things that people in the Middle Ages had to face
daily.

#MultipleSclerosis

- Tell an empowering story about someone suffering from Multiple
Sclerosis .
- 3 charities that support Multiple Sclerosis patients or its research.

#NoTobacco
#Smile

- Why tobacco kills.
- 5 things to do instead smoking.
- 10 reasons to smile every day.
- 10 situations where you'd love to scream, but instead you smile.

30
31

CONCEPTS

#Asthma (First Tuesday in May)
Idea: Share your story or someone else's with asthma. LIVE (post it on IGTV
afterwards.)
#JoinHands (First Saturday in May)
Idea: Talk about the importance of diversity. REEL.
#StayUpAllNight (Second Saturday in May)
Idea: Watch one of your favourite sagas all night long. PRE-RECORDED
IGTV.
#FairTrade (Second Saturday in May)
Idea: Support workers getting paid fairly, for they and their families being
able to live better lives. PHOTO.
#LearnToSwim (Third Saturday in May)
Ideaa: Learning how to swim or teaching someone else. CAROUSEL.

INSTABRANDINGMETHOD.COM

LIVE
(post it on
IGTV
afterwards)
REEL

Arif & Ricky

June

INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

1

TOPIC

4
5

SHORT
VIDEO ON
FEED

- 3 people you write to the most.
- Say something beautiful to your parents that you've never said
before.
- What do you think about drinking animal's milk?
- Say something nice to 5 of your most loving followers.

#LeaveTheOfficeEarlier

- Ask to leave the office earlier to do something special and
show it to your followers.
- What do you like the most doing with your coworkers out of
office?

REEL

#Bicycle

- Before and After. When you were a kid riding a bicycle, and a
current pic riding too.
- 5 places you love to go with your bicycle.

PHOTO

#Cheese
#InnocentChildrenVi
ctimsOfAggression

- 5 cheeses to die for.
- A recipe with cheese.
- 3 charities that support children.
- How to know when a child is been abused. Research about it.

PRERECORDED
IGTV

#Environment

- 5 daily things most of us do that destroy the environment.
- Best documentaries, movies or series focus on environment.

CAROUSEL

#HigherEducation

- Encourage parents to encourage their children about keep
studying.
- What did you study or what you are going to study? Talk about
it.

#ChocolateIceCream

- Follow recipe with chocolate ice cream you've never made
before.
- Research for vegan options.

6
7

CRAFT

#PenPal
#Parents
#MilkDay
#SaySomethingNice

2
3

CONCEPTS

INSTABRANDINGMETHOD.COM

REEL

LIVE
(post it on
IGTV
afterwards)

Arif & Ricky

June

INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

8
9

TOPIC

REEL

- 3 crazy anecdotes with your best friend.
- 5 things you value the most from your best friend.
- 3 documentaries o movies about the oceans.
- 5 things to do to help our oceans.

#DonaldDuck

- Your "Donal Duck" impersonation.
- Even better, challenge your mum, granny, auntie, etc, to
impersonate "Donald Duck."

#IcedTea

- Homemade Iced Tea recipe.
- Best Iced Tea brand.

#MakingLifeBeautiful

- How you overcome sadness.
- 10 most beautiful things you can do today to be happy.

#Loving
#AgainstChildLabor

- Share a message of love dedicated to your followers.
- 10 things you'd love if you put more attention.
- Research about child labor and share facts.
- 3 documentaries about the topic.

#SewingMachine

- If you sew, give a little tutorial.
- If you don't sew, talk about your favourite couturier.

CAROUSEL

#BloodDonor

- Are you a blood donor? If so, encourage your followers to do it.
- Talk about how disrespectful to them and to science is that gay
people cannot donor blood in many countries.

LIVE
(post it on
IGTV
afterwards)

11

13
14

CRAFT

#BestFriends
#WorldOceans

10

12

CONCEPTS

INSTABRANDINGMETHOD.COM

SHORT
VIDEO ON
FEED
PHOTO

PRERECORDED
IGTV
REEL

Arif & Ricky

June

INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

15
16

TOPIC

#ElderAbuseAwareness - Raise awareness about elder abuse.
- Share a lovely message of kindness accompanied by an elder.
#NaturePhotography
- No filter sunset photography.
- Different moments from different raw places.

19

PRERECORDED
IGTV

- Share your favourite quote from "Ulysses" by James Joyce.
- 3 reasons why we should read "Ulysses."

#WatergateScandal

- Remember the "Watergate Scandal."
- Best movie about the case.

#Sushi
#Picnic

- 3 best places to eat sushi.
- Make sushi!
- Beautiful picnic moment.
- 5 things you should always include in a perfect picnic.
- Lines from the play "Pic-nic" by Fernando Arrabal.

#TheEliminationOfSex
ualViolenceInConflict

- Talk about a close-to-you sexual violence story to raise awareness.
- 5 ways to stop sexual predators.

LIVE
(post it on
IGTV
afterwards)

#WorldRefugee

- How to help refugees.
- Remind those who criticise refugees, how many countries from the
commonly called "first world" where refugees in the past.

REEL

#SummerSolstice
#Yoga
#Selfie

- Celebrate the summer solstice with summer resolutions.
- Do a yoga challenge whether you practise yoga or not.
- Some of your best selfies.
- How to take the best selfie.

20
21

CRAFT

#Bloomsday
#Fudge

17

18

CONCEPTS

INSTABRANDINGMETHOD.COM

PHOTO

SHORT
VIDEO ON
FEED
REEL

CAROUSEL

Arif & Ricky

June

INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

22
23

TOPIC

#Pink
#Hydration
#WomenInEngineering

- To celebrate the International Day against Bullying,
Discrimination, Homophobia, Transphobia, and Transmisogyny
wear pink and send a kind message.
- 3 whys you must be hydrous at all times.
- 3 powerful engineer women.

CAROUSEL

#SwimALap

- Why swimming is so healthy.
- Remember how and when you learned how to swim, or if you
cannot yet, tell your followers why.

PHOTO

#Beatles

- Why "The Beatles" were/are so famous.
- Favourite song by "The Beatles" and the perfect moment to
listen to it.

- Suggest a documentary that talks about this.

26

28

REEL

- 5 ways to look after the rainforest.
- Raise awareness about the rainforest.

#SupportOfVictimsOfTorture - Raise awareness about this topic.

27

CRAFT

#Rainforest

24

25

CONCEPTS

REEL

LIVE
(post it on
IGTV
afterwards)

#HIVTesting
#MicroSmallandMedium
Enterprises
#PTSD

- Encourage your followers to be HIV tested.
- Time to shine as a business owner! Pitch your business to your
followers.
- If you feel like, share how you overcame a trauma.
- Research about PTSD and share what you've learned.

PHOTO

#BodyPiercing

- If you have any body piercing (or like them), talk about why you
like them.
- 3 reasons why you like or hate body piercings.

REEL

INSTABRANDINGMETHOD.COM

Arif & Ricky

June

INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

29

TOPIC

CONCEPTS

#Camera
#HugHoliday

- Share a little tutorial talking about the camera you use, even if it is the
mobile phone one!
- Share a "behind the scenes" moment.
- Hug people who need a hug.
- Get out with a banner that says "Free Hugs" and record what happens.

#SocialMedia

- 5 positive and 5 negative things about social media.
- How your life was before social media.

30

#Donut (First Monday in June)
Idea: Make donuts (if it's for the first time, even better!) PRE-RECORDED
IGTV.
#GlobalRunning (First Wednesday in June)
Idea: 3 things you think about while running. REEL.
#CancerSurvivors (First Sunday in June)
Idea: Send a message of love. SHORT VIDEO ON FEED.
#OdundeFestival (Second Sunday in June)
Idea: Research about it and share knowledge. REEL.
#Surfing (Third Saturday in June)
Idea: Share your love for it. PHOTO.
#WorkFromHome (Last Thursday in June)
Idea: Show your home-office. SHORT VIDEO ON FEED.

INSTABRANDINGMETHOD.COM

CRAFT
PRERECORDED
IGTV
REEL

Arif & Ricky

July

INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

TOPIC

3

4
5

- Share your favourite joke.
- Who is your favourite comedian?

#CivilRightsAct1964
#UFO

- Research about the Civil Rights Act and share what you've learned.
- 5 things should be approved now to improve worldwide civil rights.
- Do you believe in UFOs?
- Ask your audience what they think about possible secrets from
governments.

#StayOutOfTheSun
#PlasticBagFree

- How to maintain a healthy skin.
- How dangerous the sun can be.
- Challenge your audience to stop using plastic for 24 hours.
- Research about plastic waste and share knowledge.

#BarbecueDay

- How to make the perfect barbecue!
- Unusual barbecue foods.

#Workaholics

- Talk about your relationship with your business.
- If you are not a business owner (yet!), talk about what makes
you work so hard.

#Kissing

- Fun video kissing things you've never kissed before!
- Kiss yourself, showing that you need to love yourself to be able
to love somebody else! (RuPaul's quote adaptation! Hehe!)

PRERECORDED
IGTV

#GlobalForgiveness
#Chocolate

- Share 1 moment you forgave someone and 1 moment you were
forgiven.
- What forgiveness truly means.
- What's your chocolate fantasy?
- Favourite recipe with chocolate.

LIVE
(post it on
IGTV
afterwards)

6
7

SHORT
VIDEO ON
FEED

#Joke

1
2

CRAFT

CONCEPTS

INSTABRANDINGMETHOD.COM

REEL

SHORT
VIDEO ON
FEED
CAROUSEL

PHOTO

Arif & Ricky

July

INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

TOPIC

#SugarCookie

- Fun pic with sugar cookies.
- Quick sugar cookie recipe for "dummies."

#Kitten

- How to look after a little kitten.
- Fun dance with your favourite song by "Atomic
Kitten."

#WorldPopulation

- What do you think about the increase in the world's population?
- How would you (ask your audience too) ease this issue?

LIVE
(post it on
IGTV
afterwards)

- 5 simple things that make life beautiful.
- What has been the simplest but most effective proof of love you've
experienced?
- Celebrate Malala Yousafzai's fight for women's rights in education, talking
about the issue.
- Send a message of support and strength.

PRERECORDED
IGTV

11
#Simplicity
#Malala

#FrenchFry

13
14

CAROUSEL

- Playing your favourite video game.
- 5 video games that should be made into movies.

10

12

CRAFT

#VideoGame

8
9

CONCEPTS

#Pandemonium
#MacAndCheese

- How you make the perfect French fries!
- Where to buy the best French fries.

- Fun and crazy moment messing up your room, kitchen while cooking, your
hair, etc.
- You in the middle of a chaos: between bills trying to figure it out, about to go
out not knowing what to wear in the middle of loads of clothes, etc.
- Your own Mac and Cheese recipe.
- Best place to have Mac and Cheese.

INSTABRANDINGMETHOD.COM

PHOTO

REEL

SHORT
VIDEO ON
FEED
PHOTO

Arif & Ricky

July

INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

15

TOPIC

#GiveSomethingAway - Host a giveaway of things you need to get rid of but meant a lot to
you.
#CleanBeauty
- Tell your deepest secret.
- No make-up selfie.
- Still wet after a shower selfie.

20
21

SHORT
VIDEO ON
FEED

- Your take on owning exotic animals or zoos.
- Share a movie moment with snakes that you love.

#Emoji

- Photoshop a pic you love, putting emojis on it.
- Your 10 favourite emojis.

#NelsonMandela
#Listening

- Research Nelson Mandela and share 5 great things he did.
- Talk about how important freedom is to you.
- Tell your followers that during 24 hours you will listen to all the
audios they send you, talking about their feelings.
- How to improve the act of listening.

LIVE
(post it on
IGTV
afterwards)

#SenecaFalls
Convention

It was the first women's rights convention. Held in Seneca Falls, New
York, it spanned two days over July 19–20, 1848.
- Research about it and share facts.
- Support women's rights sending a message of hope.

PRERECORDED
IGTV

#Moon
#Chess
#WorldJump

- Share your favourite writing about the moon.
- How the moon affects you.
- If you play chess, tell us the main rules.
- Share your favourite song from the musical "Chess."
- Research this interesting happening (World Jump Day) and do an artist
response to it.

#JunkFood

- 5 moments when junk food is the only way.
- 5 favourite junk food.

17

19

CRAFT

#WorldSnake

16

18

CONCEPTS

INSTABRANDINGMETHOD.COM

REEL

PHOTO
or
REEL

REEL

CAROUSEL

Arif & Ricky

July

INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

22

TOPIC

#GorgeousGrandma

- Celebrate your grandmother's life, telling your audience what
she means or meant to you.
- Fun video with your gandma.

#Cousins

- Before and After moments with your cousins.
- What your cousins mean to you.

LIVE
(post it on
IGTV
afterwards)

#Carousel
#WineAndCheese

- Most interesting carousel you've ever done talking about your
business or influencer's life.
- Pair 5 wines and 5 cheeses.
- 5 places to have the best wine and cheese.

CAROUSEL

#UncleAndAunt
#DisabilityIndependence

- Talk about the importance of having relationship with your uncle/s and
auntie/s.
- Read a beautiful letter dedicated to one of your uncles or aunties.
- Share a real story about disability independence.
- 5 great disable people showing the world that the word disability
shouldn't exist as such.

PRERECORDED
IGTV

#LoveIsKind

- 5 sings that what you are experiencing is NOT love.
- 5 things that happens when love is around.

#MilkChocolate
#Hepatitis

- That milk chocolate you can't live without.
- Artistic selfie with milk chocolate.
- Raise awareness about Hepatitis.
- How to look after yourself to prevent having Hepatitis.

27
28

PHOTO

- Share a cute moment on a hammock.
- Siesta: yes or no?

24

26

CRAFT

#Hammock

23

25

CONCEPTS

INSTABRANDINGMETHOD.COM

REEL

REEL

PHOTO

Arif & Ricky

July

INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

29
30

TOPIC
#Lasagna

CONCEPTS
- Who makes the best lasagna?
- Lasagna recipe LIVE!

- What friendship means to you.
#Friendship
- Moments with your friends.
#FatherInLaw
#WorldDayAgainstTr - Hug your father in law.
- Research the issue of human traffic and share knowledge.
affickingInPersons

CRAFT
LIVE
(post it on
IGTV
afterwards)
CAROUSEL

- 3 charities that fight against human traffic.

#Mutt

31

- Why is so important adopting mixed breed dogs instead of buying.
- Cute moment with your mutt.

#IceCream (Third Sunday in July)
Idea: Moment of joy with some ice-cream. PHOTO.
#CelebrationOfTheHorse (Third Weekend in July)
Idea: Riding a horse and the freedom feeling of it. SHORT VIDEO ON FEED.
#CoralReefAwareness (Third Week in July)
Idea: Raise awareness about it. LIVE (post it on IGTV afterwards.)
#IndependentRetailers (Third Week in July)
Idea: 5 independent retailers from your city. REEL.

INSTABRANDINGMETHOD.COM

PRERECORDED
IGTV

Arif & Ricky

August

INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

1

TOPIC

4
5
6
7

CRAFT
SHORT
VIDEO ON
FEED

#ChildFree
#LungCancer

- For those couples who have faced criticism, ridicule, and
rejection because they chose to be childless, let's send a
message of support.
- Send a message of love to those affected by Lung Cancer.
- 3 charities that support the cause.

#ColoringBook

- Get yourself a colouring book and share why you got it.
- 3 benefits of colouring.

#WhiteWine

- Rank your 5 favourite white wines from best to "not best," hehe.
- 3 recipes that improve exponentially if you add white wine.

REEL

#ChocolateChipCookie

- Follow a chocolate chip cookie recipe LIVE with your audience.
- 3 best chocolate chip cookie brands.

LIVE
(post it on
IGTV
afterwards)

#TrafficLight

- Research about the creation of traffic lights and share some
anecdotes.
- Take a selfie with red and green light.

#WiggleYourToes
#SailorMoon

- Take the cutest and most Instagrammy pic of your feet.
- Tips to look after your feet.
- Cosplay moment! If you are a "Sailor Moon" fan, you know what
you have to do!
- Follow a "Sailor Moon" YouTube make-up tutorial.

PHOTO
or
CAROUSEL

#ProfessionalSpeakers

- Who is that person that every time they speak, inspire you?
- 5 tips to improve your public speaking skills.

PRERECORDED
IGTV

2
3

CONCEPTS

INSTABRANDINGMETHOD.COM

PHOTO

PHOTO

Arif & Ricky

August

INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

TOPIC

10

#BookLovers
#TheWorldsIndigenous
People
#Coworking

- What's your favourite book?
- If there could be just one book on Earth, which one should be?
- Research about Indigenous people and share knowledge.
- Why we all must protect and respect Indigenous People.
- 5 great things about coworking.

LIVE
(post it on
IGTV
afterwards)

#Lazy
#SpoilYourDog

- 5 best things to do to spend a lazy day.
- When do you usually feel that laziness takes
the best of you?

SHORT
VIDEO ON
FEED

#SonAndDaughter

- Talk about your experience as a parent or as a son or a daughter.
- 10 things you love the most when you were little.

CAROUSEL.

#Youth
#VinylRecord

- What does "youth" means nowadays?
- How you keep your skin young.
- What is the last vinyl record you've bought?
- 5 vinyl records to die for.

PRERECORDED
IGTV

#LeftHanders

- 5 things a right handed person doesn't need to think about, that a
left handed does.
- Send a beautiful message to that left handed person you love,
writing it with your left hand, or if you are the left handed, the other
way around.

#FinancialAwareness

- Good tips to save money.
- Share your way of planning your monthly finances

13
14

REEL

- Show your love for cats.
- 5 things just a cat owner knows.

11
12

CRAFT

#Cat

8
9

CONCEPTS

INSTABRANDINGMETHOD.COM

REEL

CAROUSEL

Arif & Ricky

August

INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

TOPIC

- How do you take care of yourself?
- Why we need "me-time."

SHORT
VIDEO ON
FEED

#TellAJoke
#RollerCoaster

- Straightforward! Hehe! Tell a joke!
- What is that joke that nobody gets but makes you laugh like crazy?
- What is your favourite rollercoaster?
- Why is it important to have downs and not just ups in life?

LIVE
(post it on
IGTV
afterwards)

#BlackCatAppreciation - Take a pic with a black cat.

- Why has "Black Panther" broken records?

17

18
19

#Couples
#Fajita

- Talk about your partner.
- Why you don't want to have a couple.
- Make a "different" fajita recipe.
- Where to eat the best fajitas.

#Humanitarian
#Photography
#Potato

- Send a message of love to humanitarian personnel and those who
have lost their lives working for humanitarian causes.
- Interview a person who has done humanitarian work.
- Share your photography tips with your audience.
- How many ways to eat potato are there?

#Mosquito

- 5 ways to prevent mosquito's stings.
- How to calm mosquito's stings.

#SeniorCitizens
#RemembranceAnd
TributeToTheVictims
OfTerrorism

- Share lovely moments with senior people.
- Interview a senior person.
- Share a message of love with the victims of terrorism.
- Remember the victims of a terrorist attack that feels closer to you.

20
21

CRAFT

#Relaxation

15
16

CONCEPTS

INSTABRANDINGMETHOD.COM

PHOTO

REEL

PRERECORDED
IGTV
REEL

LIVE
(post it on
IGTV
afterwards)

Arif & Ricky

August

INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

22
23

TOPIC

- 10 recipes in which you can perfectly substitute animal's milk
with plant based milk.
- What's your favourite plant milk?

PHOTO
or
CAROUSEL

#SpongeCake
#TheRemembranceOfThe
SlaveTradeAndItsAbolition

- Challenge yourself making a sponge cake you've never made before.
- Share the healthiest sponge cake recipe.
- 5 things that tell us that although slavery is abolished, there is still a lot to
do to defeat racism.
- Remember 10 horrible things that slaves suffered, in order to honour
their struggle.

LIVE
(post it on
IGTV
afterwards)

#StrangeMusic

- Share the strangest music you love.
- Challenge! Listen to 10 songs from a type of music you don't
usually listen to.

PRERECORDED
IGTV

#SecondhandWardrobe

- Best places to buy second hand clothes in your city.
- Why you love second hand clothing or why you'd never buy
second hand clothes.

REEL

#WomensEquality

- 10 things that clearly show why women suffer from inequality.
- 10 little things to change in society, that would drastically defeat
inequality.

LIVE
(post it on
IGTV
afterwards)

#JustBecause

It is a day to do random things!
- Do something unplanned and tell your audience how that made
you feel.
- Take the day off and do things you've never than before the
whole day.

PRERECORDED
IGTV

#RainbowBridgeRemem
brance

A day to remember the pet companions you've lost.
- Your best moments with them.
- How they made you feel.

CAROUSEL

26
27
28

CRAFT

#PlantMilk

24

25

CONCEPTS

INSTABRANDINGMETHOD.COM

Arif & Ricky

August

INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

29

TOPIC

#AgainstNuclearTests - Why nuclear tests shouldn't exist.

- 5 places where nuclear tests still happen.

#GriefAwareness

- Send a beautiful message to someone that is grieving or to your
audience.
- How do you deal with grief?

#DistanceLearning

By 2025, online education is projected to be worth around $325 billion.
- Why distance learning is growing so fast.
- Why we should invest in distance learning.

30
31

CONCEPTS

#InternationalBeer (First Friday in August)
Idea: Top 10 beers. REEL.
#Calligraphy (Second Wednesday in August)
Idea: Little video hand writing something you want to share with your
followers. PRE-RECORDED IGTV.
#GaysUnclesDay (Second Sunday in August)
Idea: Support the beauty of having a gay uncle (or a gay brother, uncle or
future uncle of your children). SHORT VIDEO ON FEED.
#InternationalHomelessAnimals (Third Saturday in August)
Idea: 3 charities that help this cause. REEL.

INSTABRANDINGMETHOD.COM

CRAFT
REEL

SHORT
VIDEO ON
FEED
PRERECORDED
IGTV

Arif & Ricky

September
INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

TOPIC

5

#Coconut

- Make the best cocktail with coconut!
- 3 recipes with coconut.

#Skyscraper

- What has been the most stunning skyscraper you've been to?
- Anecdote behind a skyscraper from your city. If there aren't,
choose one from your country or any you've seen during one of
your travels.

#Bacon

- Best dish to finish off with bacon on top.
- Weirdest thing you've eaten that has bacon in it.

#Charity

- Talk a bout a charity you support.
- 10 charities that need your help now!

#ReadABook

- Read a chapter of a book that means a lot to you, to your
followers.
- Which books did you love your parents reading to you when
you were a child?

LIVE
(post it on
IGTV
afterwards)

#BeerLovers

- Make beer!
- 5 beers not many people know but are the best.

CAROUSEL

6
7

SHORT
VIDEO ON
FEED

- How to write a letter.
- Write a letter to your younger self.

2

4

CRAFT

#LetterWriting

1

3

CONCEPTS

INSTABRANDINGMETHOD.COM

REEL

PHOTO

PRERECORDED
IGTV
REEL

Arif & Ricky

September
INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

8
9

TOPIC

CONCEPTS

#PhysicalTherapy
#Literacy

- 10 movements to do every morning to improve your health.
- What do you like doing to keep physically healthy?
- Raise awareness about the fact that being able to read and write means
being able to keep up with current events, communicate effectively, and
understand the issues that are shaping our world.
- Best grammar books ever!

#Sudoku

- Teach how to do a sudoku.
- How doing sudoku help your brain to be sharper. Apparently,
sudoku and puzzle takers in general have brain function equivalent
to eight years younger.

#WorldSuicidePrevention - 3 charities that help with suicide prevention.

- Offer your followers to be there to talk to them if they happen to
have suicidal thoughts.

10
#MakeYourBed

- Show how to make your bed perfectly.
- Fun reel showing all the crazy things you put on your bed.

#Encouragement

- Moment to encourage your followers to upgrade in some way and
be your clients.
- Encourage your followers to follow their passions.

11
12

- Share a positive quote (help yourself from our list of quotes!)

13

#PositiveThinking
- Share a positive message.
#RoaldDahl
- What's your favourite Roald Dahl's book?
#CeliacDiseaseAwareness - If you were a Roal Dahl's character, who would you be?

REEL

SHORT
VIDEO ON
FEED
LIVE
(post it on
IGTV
afterwards)
REEL

CAROUSEL

PHOTO

- A gluten free recipe to lick your fingers!
- Talk about the importance of doing the gluten intolerance test.

#LiveCreative

14

CRAFT

- Do something creative and encourage your audience to do it too.
- Why creativity helps us be better.

INSTABRANDINGMETHOD.COM

PRERECORDED
IGTV

Arif & Ricky

September
INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

15
16

TOPIC

#LymphomaAwareness - Raise awareness about doing regular medical checks.
- Research and explain what a Lymphoma is to your followers.
#OnlineLearning

19

PHOTO

#Guacamole
#StepFamily
#ThePreservationOfT
heOzoneLayer

- Make guacamole!
- Where to buy the best guacamole.
- If you have a step family, what do they mean to you?
- 3 thing to stop doing now to help preserving the ozone layer.
- What governments should do to help preserving the ozone layer.

LIVE
(post it on
IGTV
afterwards)

#CountryMusic

- 5 best Country songs ever.
- Tell a little bit of the history of Country music.

PRERECORDED
IGTV

#FirstLove
#Cheeseburger

- Call your first love and share the conversation! (If they agree.)
- Talk about your first love and your evolution as a person regarding
love.
- Where to get the best cheeseburger?
- Why is Mc so addictive when in reality isn't really good?

#Batman

- Who is your favourite "Batman?" (Between movies, comics, series... ALL)
- What would you like the next "Batman" movie be about?

#Punch

- What is the origin of punch?
- Share the recipe.

CAROUSEL

#Peace
#Gratitude
#Alzheimers

- How Peace should look like?
- Write a speech about Peace and share it with your audience.
- Choose 5 followers randomly and thank them LIVE (they have to
agree to share video call with you live.)
- Share a Alzheimers story that is close to you.

LIVE
(post it on
IGTV
afterwards)

20
21

CRAFT

- What online courses have you taken and how were they?
- Why online learning is 100% more comfortable nowadays.

17

18

CONCEPTS

INSTABRANDINGMETHOD.COM

REEL

PHOTO

Arif & Ricky

September
INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

22
23

TOPIC

26

- Take pics from a visit to a local farm or to a harvest festival.
- Prepare a typical fall harvest meal.
- What's your favourite scene from the book or the movie saga
"The Hobbit?"
- Cosplay or make up as one of the characters of "The Hobbit."

PHOTO
or
CAROUSEL

#BiVisibility
#ISLD (International Sign
Language Day)

- Support Bisexual people sending a message of love and
respect.
- Share a post from a famous bisexual person, that talks about
respect, freedom, love, acceptance...
- Learn a beautiful sentence in sign language and share it.

REEL

#Punctuation

- Share some fun examples where if you misplace the
punctuation the meaning is completely different,
- 3 reasons why we need to use punctuation properly.

#Dream
#ComicBook
#Cooking

- Share your biggest dream and encourage your audience to
share theirs in the comments.
- What people should do to make their dreams come true.
- What's your favourite comic?
- How you learned to cook.

#TheEliminationOfNuclear - How crazy this world has become where countries need to own
nuclear weapons? Share thoughts.
Weapons
- Research a nuclear attack and share the knowledge.

#Tourism

- How good tourism is for your city.
- What type of tourist you are.

#UniversalAccessToInfor
mation

Despite how crucial access to information is, many governments
throughout the world still continue to limit access.
- Raise awareness about it.
- 5 limits to information you have in your country.

27
28

CRAFT

#AutumnalEquinox
#Hobbit

24

25

CONCEPTS

INSTABRANDINGMETHOD.COM

CAROUSEL

SHORT
VIDEO ON
FEED
PRERECORDED
IGTV
PHOTO

LIVE
(post it on
IGTV
afterwards)

Arif & Ricky

September
INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

29
30

TOPIC

CONCEPTS

#Heart

- Raise awareness about heart diseases.
- Wear hearts all over you and send a beautiful message.

#Podcast
#LovePeople
#Translation

- 5 great podcasts (include yours if you have it.)
- Send a message of love to all the peoples of the world!
- Translate an untranslatable and beautiful saying from another language.
- How many languages do you speak, and how important you think it is to
speak different languages.

#FoodBank (First Friday in September)
Idea: Help out in a food bank, and encourage your followers to do it too.
CAROUSEL.
#SchoolPicture (Second Thursday in September)
Idea: Throwback pic. PHOTO.
#GetReady (Third Tuesday in September)
Idea: Remember how you stockpiled your house at the beginning of
COVID and how things changed. REEL.
#EatAnAppleADay (Third Saturday in September)
Idea: Mimic a famous frame from "Snow White and the 7 Dwarfs." PHOTO.
#CoastalCleanUp (Third Saturday in September)
Idea: Go and clean a beach. LIVE (post it on IGTV afterwards.)

INSTABRANDINGMETHOD.COM

CRAFT
PHOTO

CAROUSEL

Arif & Ricky

October
INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

1

TOPIC

4
5
6
7

CRAFT
CAROUSEL

#Vegetarian
#InternationalMusic
#Coffee
#OlderPersons

- Best vegetarian recipe!
- Share a song by an artist from a different country than yours.
- How do you drink your coffee?
- Talk about older people that have meant a lot to you.

#NonViolence

- How does a person become violent?
- How would we help bullies stop bullying?

#Boyfriend
#MeanGirls

- 5 nice and 5 not-that-nice things about your boyfriend or...
- 5 nice and 5 not-that-nice things about you as a boyfriend.
- That moment when you couldn't help it and were a mean girl.
- Recreate your "Mean Girls" favourite scene.

#Animal
#CinnamonRoll

- What is your favourite animal?
- What is your take on zoos?
- Where to get the best cinnamon roll.
- Share your family's cinnamon roll recipe.

#Teachers
#GetFunky

- The teacher that inspired you the most.
- What are you able to teach?
- This is the day to turn up your energy and mood! Smile, laugh,
and share your enthusiasm everywhere you go!
- Dance to a funky song!

#Coaches
#PlusSizeAppreciation
#CerebralPalsy
#Noddle

- If you needed a coach, what would they help you with?
- Send a huge hug to plus size people!
- Share an inspiring story about someone with cerebral palsy.
- How do you like your noddles?

SHORT
VIDEO ON
FEED

#InnerBeauty

- Talk about what matters about someone you love- What is your favourite movie that talks about inner beauty?

PHOTO

2
3

CONCEPTS

INSTABRANDINGMETHOD.COM

LIVE
(post it on
IGTV
afterwards)
FEEL

PRERECORDED
IGTV
REEL

Arif & Ricky

October
INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

TOPIC
#Podiatry

- How do you look after your feet?
- Interview a podiatrist.

#Post

- How "post" has changed, and what your favourite way to send a
beautiful message.
- What do you use post for, and what is the best post service out
there?

#MentalHealth
#Homeless

- How to improve your mental health.
- 5 mental health charities to go to if needed.
- How to help homeless people.
- Interview a homeless person.

#ComingOut

- Share your coming out story.
- How brave you think LGBTQIA+ are when they come out?

#Arthritis
#Farmers

- How to improve Arthritis.
- Is it possible to prevent Arthritis? If so, how?
- Although many of us think that food arrives to the markets
magically, we are wrong! Hehe! Let's appreciate the hard work of
farmers by sending a message of gratitude.

8
9
10

11
12
13

- Respect is the main word here. Let's respect what women want to
#NoBra
#DisasterRiskReduction do, whenever they want to do. No bra appreciation post! Just be
careful with the pic itself... Instagram is very sensitive.
#TrainYourBrain

CRAFT
LIVE
(post it on
IGTV
afterwards)
PHOTO

PRERECORDED
IGTV
REEL

CAROUSEL

REEL

- How a council should be ready for possible nature disasters.
- Best games to train your brain.

#Dessert

14

CONCEPTS

- Indulge your sweet tooth, and show your followers your best recipe!
- 5 desserts typical of your city/region/country.

INSTABRANDINGMETHOD.COM

CAROUSEL

Arif & Ricky

October
INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

TOPIC

CONCEPTS

CRAFT

#RuralWomen

- Remember the rural women of your life.
- Share rural women's true stories or legends.

PHOTO

- How good of a boss you think you are?
- 5 traits you think a perfect boss should have.
- 5 most important words in your business.
- 5 ways to look after your spine.
- 5 exercises to improve your posture.

REEL

16

#Bosses
#Dictionary
#Spine

17

#EradicationOfPoverty
#Trauma
#BlackPoetry

- Realistic ways to eradicate poverty.
- How do you deal with trauma.
- How to transform trauma into something good.
- Share an inspiring poem by a black poet.
- 5 black poets you need to read NOW!

#NoBeard

- Before and After. Beard and No Beard.
- Do you find people sexier with or without beard?

#NewFriends

- Send a message of love and gratitude to those friends you've met
not long ago.
- Is it friendship related to Time?

#Writing
#YouthConfidence
#Osteoporosis

- Encourage your followers to write. Whatever!
- How writing makes you feel.
- Tips to improve your confidence.
- How to boost confidence in young people.
- How to prevent early Osteoporosis.

#BackToTheFuture
#Reptile

- Lip-sink a scene from one of the "Back to the Future" movies.
- What would you like a new "Back to the Future" movie be about?
- Reptiles: Yes/Far away from me!
- 10 of the cutest reptiles.

15

18
19
20
21

INSTABRANDINGMETHOD.COM

LIVE
(post it on
IGTV
afterwards)
PHOTO

SHORT
VIDEO ON
FEED
PHOTO

REEL

Arif & Ricky

October
INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

22

TOPIC
#Nut
#StutteringAwareness

- What your favourite nut is and why.
- A healthy recipe with nuts.
- Let's embrace what makes us different! Either if you or a person
you know stutters, share a positive message.
- Reasons why someone stutters.

#TVTalkShowHost

- Who is your all time favourite TV talk show host?
- What type of TV talk show host society needs now?

23
24

25

- How were the United Nations created?
#UnitedNations
- What can the United Nations do to be better?
#DevelopmentInformation

28

CRAFT
SHORT
VIDEO ON
FEED
PHOTO

LIVE
(post it on
IGTV
afterwards)

#Artists
#Opera
#Pasta
#ICareAboutYou

- How would the world look like without artists (no movies, no music, no TV,
no theatre, no museums, no books, no beautiful clothes, and an infinite etc)?
- What is your favourite opera or aria?
- Cook a dish of pasta you mastered.
- Remember your followers that you care about them.

PRERECORDED
IGTV

#Pumpkin

- Carve a pumpkin and teach your audience how.
- Beautiful pics with pumpkins around.

CAROUSEL

#Mentoring
#OccupationalTherapy

- 3 things a good mentor needs to master.
- If you are a mentor, pith your audience. If you aren't, what would you be
good at mentoring?
- As occupational therapists help develop, recover, or maintain the
meaningful activities, or occupations of people, appreciate their work
sharing a positive message.

REEL

#Immigrants

- If you've ever been an immigrant, share 5 positive and 5 negative
things about that experience.
- If you've never been an immigrant, in which country you'd love
to live apart from yours?

REEL

26
27

CONCEPTS

INSTABRANDINGMETHOD.COM

Arif & Ricky

October
INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

29
30
31

TOPIC

CONCEPTS

CRAFT
SHORT
VIDEO ON
FEED

#Internet
#Oatmeal
#Psoriasis
#Stroke

- How would the world look like now without the internet?
- Favourite oatmeal recipe.
- Ways to look after Psoriasis.
- Stroke symptoms: What to do if you feel you are having one, or/and
what to do if someone by your side is having one.

#Checklist
#TextYourEx

- Prepare a free checklist about your business, for your followers to
download.
- What is the best free checklist you've ever gotten?
- What would you positively say to your ex after years of thinking?
- Text your ex and share the conversation.

CAROUSEL

#Magic
#Cities
#Halloween
#Savings

- If you had magic, what would be your best spell?
- What are the 5 cities you can't wait to visit?
- What is the scariest thing you've loved to experience in Halloween?
- How do you plan your monthly finances?

PRERECORDED
IGTV

#Habitat (First Monday in October)
Idea: Ideas to improve the shape of your city. CAROUSEL.
#FinancialPlanning (First Wednesday in October)
Idea: Teach your audience how you plan your financial year. LIVE (post it on IGTV afterwards)
#NativeAmericans (Second Monday in October)
Idea: Remember the horrendous atrocities the Native Americans suffered. REEL.
#StopBulling (Second Wednesday in October)
Idea: If you've ever been bullied, share your experience. PRE-RECORDED IGTV.
#Sight (Second Thursday in October)
Idea: 5 amazing stories by visual impaired people that blew your mind. REEL.
#Dignity (Third Wednesday in October)
Idea: How to be respected. CAROUSEL.
#Mammography (Third Friday in October)
Idea: Remind your female followers to check themselves regularly. SHORT VIDEO ON FEED.
#MakeADifference (Fourth Saturday in October)
Idea: Send a message of support to a minority you've never supported before. LIVE (post it on
IGTV afterwards)

INSTABRANDINGMETHOD.COM

Arif & Ricky

November
INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

1
2
3

4
5

TOPIC

CRAFT
REEL

#Authors
#Calzone
#Vegan

- Ways to support your favourite indie authors.
- What are your favourite new authors.
- Make calzone!
- 3 vegan recipes that please everybody.

#EndImpunityForCrimes
AgainstJournalists

- Remember brave journalists who died while working.
- Send a message of gratitude to all those journalists that risk
their lives daily.

#Sandwich
#Homemaker

- Share that crazy sandwich recipe you know people wouldn't
understand.
- Best places to have a nice sandwich.
- Honour those people who stay home to look after their family,
- Would you stay home or would it be impossible for you?

#Candy

- Share a gorgeous photo with candy.
- Why does candy help in the worst moments?

#TsunamiAwareness

- Remember those who lost their lives during a tsunami.
- Recommend documentaries about tsunamis.

CAROUSEL

#Nachos

- Prepare nachos with your special ingredient.
- How to make the nachos's dough, and how to fry them.

REEL

#HugABear

Although it refers to teddy bears, hey! Suit yourself! Hehe!
- Share your teddy bear collection.
- What was that teddy bear you loved when you were little.

6
7

CONCEPTS

INSTABRANDINGMETHOD.COM

PHOTO

LIVE
(post it on
IGTV
afterwards)
PHOTO

SHORT
VIDEO ON
FEED

Arif & Ricky

November
INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

8
9
10

11

TOPIC

CRAFT

#Cappuccino
#STEAM

- If you don't know yet, learn how to make the perfect cappuccino.
- How to make A GOOD vegan cappuccino.
- S.T.E.A.M.: science, technology, engineering, art, and mathematics
skills. Embrace one of those you master (or several, or all!), and give
your audience a fun tutorial.

PRERECORDED
IGTV

#Freedom
#GoToAnArtMuseum

- If we are supposed to be free, why you are not, or in which
moments you feel your freedom is violated.
- Favourite song or movie about freedom.
- The topic is literally giving you the concept! Hehe! Encourage your
audience to go to a museum too, by sharing your experience.

CAROUSEL

#ScienceForPeaceAnd
Development

- 5 ways in which Science helps achieving Peace.
- How much has developed your country thanks to Science.

LIVE
(post it on
IGTV
afterwards)

#Singles
#Sundae

- "Four ones": 11/11. Single's day celebrates single people. Whether
you are single or not, list 5 of the best things of being single.
- Tell those obtuse minded people, why living life as a single person
is completely plausible.
- Best sundae in the world!

#HappyHour

- 5 favourite drinks!
- Go out and share a happy-hour moment drinking your favourite
cocktail!

#SadieHawkins

The premise is that women ask men for a date or dancing, but let's
start going further. It is 2021 at the time we are creating this calendar.
Men and women... Come on! Let's put gender aside, and break
society norms. Take out whoever you like and share your experience
with your audience!

#Pickle
#Diabetes

- Best pickle's brand in the world.
- How to make pickles.
- Raise awareness about diabetes.
- 5 foods you cannot have if you are diabetic.

12
13
14

CONCEPTS

INSTABRANDINGMETHOD.COM

REEL

SHORT
VIDEO ON
FEED
PHOTO

REEL

Arif & Ricky

November
INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

15
16
17

TOPIC

20
21

CRAFT

#Recycling
#Philanthropy
#CleanOutYourRefri
gerator

- Easy ways to recycle.
- Why it is crucial to recycle.
- Celebrate any charitable activity you feel connection with.
- Clean out your refrigerator and make a fun reel showing the weirdest
things you've found.

CAROUSEL

#Tolerance
#FastFood

- If religion is tolerance, open a conversation about what are religions doing
wrong not accepting all types of adult love.
- What tolerance means, and why is it difficult for a society to achieve it 100%.
- Favourite fast food.
- Healthy fast food.

LIVE
(post it on
IGTV
afterwards)

#Hiking
#HomemadeBread

- 10 stunning places to go hiking.
- 5 benefits of hiking.
- Teach or learn how to make bread. Then, share the experience with
your audience.
- Best homemade bread in your city.

REEL

#MickeyMouse

- What Disney means to you.
- Wish Micke Mouse a happy birthday!

#PlayMonopoly
#Camp

- How many different "Monopoly" games are at the moment?
- What's your favourite board game?
- Where did you go camping when you were little?
- Have you ever free camped? How does it make you feel?

#TransgenderRemem
brance
#FutureTeachers
#UniversalChildren

- Learn and teach your audience about the proper use of pronouns.
- Learn and teach your audience about transgender and non-binary.
- What skills a new teacher should have?
- 3 most important things a teacher must teach nowadays.
- 5 children charities to support.

PRERECORDED
IGTV

#Hello
#Television

- To foster the importance of personal communication for preserving
peace, say hello to every person you pass by on the street, and share
the experience's results with your audience.
- Where do you think TV should move towards?
- What were your favourite TV programmes when you were a child?

REEL

18
19

CONCEPTS

INSTABRANDINGMETHOD.COM

PHOTO

SHORT
VIDEO ON
FEED
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November
INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

22
23

TOPIC

- Use only your bike as means of transport today and either share
moments of that or the result of your experience.
- Research about pollution, and share with your followers info
about how good would do to the world if we all suddenly use
bikes instead of cars.

PHOTO

#Espresso
#Fibonacci

- How to make the perfect espresso.
- How many espressos a day can you have?
- Learn about the Fibonacci sequence and its theoretical and
practical uses, and share the knowledge with your audience.
- Learn why Fibonacci is used in nature, and share the knowledge.

SHORT
VIDEO ON
FEED

#UniqueTalent

- Business moment! Share a skill you master within your business
(indirect sell.)
- Share a fun unique talent you possess.

REEL

#EliminationOfViolenceA
gainstWomen

- Share 10 violations against women from different countries that
have happened this year, to raise awareness about how it is still a
sad widespread problem.
- Share 5 ways to support the cause.

CAROUEL

#Cake

- What is your all-time favourite cake? Share the Recipe.
- Does the 100%-healthy-cake exist? Where? How can we make
it?

PRERECORDED
IGTV

#BavarianCreamPie

- Make a Bavarian cream pie!
- Research about it and share some history behind it.

#FrenchToast

- It looks like we are having a sweet week! Hahaha! Share different
ways of making French toasts.
- Where to get the best French toast in your city/region/country.

26
27
28

CRAFT

#GoForARide

24

25

CONCEPTS

INSTABRANDINGMETHOD.COM

REEL

PHOTO

Arif & Ricky

November
INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

29
30

TOPIC
#SolidarityWithThe
PalestinianPeople

CONCEPTS
- Learn about it, and share what you've learned.
- 3 ways to support Palestinian people.

#ComputerSecurity - 5 best ways to protect your computer.
- 5 of the craziest computer security breakdowns of all times.
#PersonalSpace

- 5 ways to show affection without touching.
- Research what the "peach symbol" is, and share the knowledge with
your audience.

#JobAction (First Monday in November)
Idea: Share with your audience your experience about getting the job of
your life, and if you are still on the way, talk about the current journey!
LIVE (post it on IGTV afterwards.)
#StressAwareness (First Wednesday in November)
Idea: 5 ways of calming stress. PRE-RECORDED IGTV.
#Entrepreneurs (Third Tuesday in November)
Idea: Great opportunity to pitch your work to your audience! SHORT VIDEO
ON FEED.
#Philosophy (Third Tuesday in November)
Idea: 5 favourite Philosophy theories. CAROUSEL.
#RemembranceForRoadTrafficVictims (Third Sunday in November)
Idea: Raise awareness about this issue. SHORT VIDEO ON FEED.
#AmericanIndianHeritage (A day after Thanksgiving 26/11/2021)
Idea: Talk about the beauty of preserving American Indian Heritage. REEL.

INSTABRANDINGMETHOD.COM

CRAFT
SHORT
VIDEO ON
FEED
REEL

Arif & Ricky

December
INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

TOPIC

5

#TheAbolitionOfSlavery

- 10 reasons why the Black Lives Matter movement is relevant
today.
- 10 icons involved in the abolition of slavery.

#PersonsWithDisabilities

- Talk about a close story to you.
- Research about statistics and share results to raise awareness
about the inequality.

LIVE
(post it on
IGTV
afterwards)

#WildlifeConservation

- How can we help wildlife conservation?
- 10 animals in danger of extinction.

CAROUSEL

#Volunteer

- Talk about your experiences as a volunteer.
- How does volunteering help a person to mature faster?

#Gazpacho

- If you haven't tried this, research it and make it! You'll love it!
Ah! Hehe! Share it with your followers.
- Recipe step by step.

#CivilAviation

- How aviation has helped human being.
- Are you scared of flying or you love it?

6
7

PRERECORDED
IGTV

- Raise awareness about the ridiculous stigma around AIDS,
supporting the cause.
- Share a video collage with your thoughts plus iconic images
related to the AIDS fight.

2

4

CRAFT

#AIDS

1

3

CONCEPTS

INSTABRANDINGMETHOD.COM

REEL

PHOTO

REEL

SHORT
VIDEO ON
FEED

Arif & Ricky

December
INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

TOPIC

10

11

14

CAROUSEL

- Easiest brownie recipe.
- Vegan, or gluten free, or microwave brownie recipe.

#AntiCorruption
#DignityOfTheVictimsO
fTheCrimeOfGenocide

- 10 examples of "mini" corruption in your country.
- How could corruption disappear?
- Remember the biggest genocides and send a message of love.
- Talk about genocides not enough covered by the news, and send a
message of love.

REEL

#HumanRights
#AnimalRights

- Why not all human have the same rights?
- What should change in order to get 100 % equality in the world?
- Support animals rights sharing a beautiful message with or without
your pet.
- How crucial animals are for the planet.

LIVE
(post it on
IGTV
afterwards)

#Mountain
#UNICEFBirthday

- What's your favourite mountain to spend the day around?
- What can't you forget bring to the mountain?
- Fundraise for UNICEF doing a giveaway.
- Share important information about UNICEF.

#GingerbreadHouse

- Well... build a ginger bread house! Hehe!
- Where to get the most beautiful ginger bread house?

#TheHorse
#Violin

- If you've already ridden a horse, you know how magic it is. If you
haven't... do it! Share the experience.
- 10 different horse breeds.
- Favourite violin piece.
- Find 5 fun facts about violins and share them.

#Monkey

- Differences and similitudes between humans and monkeys.
- 10 of the cutest monkeys.

12
13

CRAFT

#Brownie

8
9

CONCEPTS

INSTABRANDINGMETHOD.COM

PHOTO

PRERECORDED
IGTV
REEL

CAROUSEL
or
REEl

Arif & Ricky

December
INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

TOPIC

Among other things, it guarantees civil rights and liberties to the
individual—like freedom of speech, press, and religion. so... why does it
seem there is loads to do?
- How to achieve that 100%.
- Share your point of view about civil rights nowadays.

LIVE
(post it on
IGTV
afterwards)

#ChocolateCovered
Anything
#Underdog

- 3 strange foods you'd only eat if they were covered in chocolate.
- How to melt chocolate to perfection.
- Share a story about a victim of an injustice.
- When did you feel like a loser and how did you overcome it?

PRERECORDED
IGTV

#MapleSyrup

- 10 benefits of Maple Syrup.
- 5 Maple Syrup brands you've never had because they are too
expensive.

CAROUSEL

#Migrants

- Tell your story and the difficulties of moving to another country.
- Raise awareness about how difficult life can be for migrants.

#Emo

- Share a deep emotion you've never shared before.
- If you were an Emo kid, do a before and after.

#HumanSolidarity

- Fundraise a project that you believe in.
- 5 moments of solidarity you've assisted to in the last 7 days.

#WinterSolstice
#CrosswordPuzzle

- 5 proven methods to maintain your body warm.
- Winter or Summer?
- Create a bunch of riddles and ask your audience to find out the
solutions.
- Do a crossword puzzle LIVE.

17

18
19
20
21

CRAFT

#BillOfRights

15
16

CONCEPTS

INSTABRANDINGMETHOD.COM

REEL

PHOTO

REEL

LIVE
(post it on
IGTV
afterwards)

Arif & Ricky

December
INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

22
23

TOPIC

PHOTO

- Celebrate short people.
- Short compare to what? (Pic by something really small)
- Exchange a cookie for a kiss.
- Throw a cookie exchange party! Everyone has to bring cookies!

#Festivus
#Roots

- To celebrated an alternative to the pressures and
commercialism of this period, throw a party where money isn't the
the focus whatsoever.
- 5 different ways to celebrate Festivus.
- Tell about your family roots.

LIVE
(post it on
IGTV
afterwards)

#Eggnog

- Best eggnog recipe you've ever had.
- What is eggnog? Educate your audience.

CAROUSEL

#PumpkinPie

- Make a different pumpkin pie! (Vegan, gluten free, etc.)
- What memories bring you the smell of pumpkin pie?

PRERECORDED
IGTV

#Whiner

- This is your moment to whine! Hehe! Whine about whatever you
need! But just today, so make the most of it.
- Fun video whining about absurd things.

#Fruitcake

- History behind fruitcake.
- Show off your result after following a fruitcake recipe.

#ShortFilm
#CallAFriend
#Download
#CardPlaying

- 5 best short-films
- Call a friend you haven't called for a while.
- Recommend the best 5 apps to help grow your business.
- Explain that cards game you used to play with your family when
you were a child.

26
27
28

CRAFT

#ShortPerson
#CookieExchange

24

25

CONCEPTS

INSTABRANDINGMETHOD.COM

REEL

PHOTO

SHORT
VIDEO ON
FEED

Arif & Ricky

December
INSTAGRAM CALENDAR

DAY

29

TOPIC
#StillNeedToDo

CONCEPTS
- 10 things you were meant to do by the end of this year, that are still notdone.
- What you haven't done yet but are planning to do next year "yes or yes."

#ResolutionPlanning - Tell your audience how you plan your next year resolutions.
- What are your next year resolutions?

30
#Hogmanay

31

- Research this beautiful Scottish celebration and prepare your own.
- Who would you invite to your Hogmanay party?

#WaltDisney (First Monday in December)
Idea: What would you like to talk about with him if he was alive. PHOTO.
#Salesperson (Second Friday in December)
Idea: Send a message of support during this crazy period for them. SHORT
VIDEO ON FEED.
#InternationalShareware (Second Saturday in December)
Idea: This day recognizes the innovation and dedication of computer
programmers who put their work on the Internet with free software trials.
What are the best free trials you've tried lately? REEL.
#UglySweater (Third Friday in December)
Idea: Throw an Ugly Sweater party are do a LIVE (post it on IGTV
afterwards.)

INSTABRANDINGMETHOD.COM

CRAFT
REEL

CAROUSEL

PRERECORDED
IGTV
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Are you ready to make your
Instagram blow up?
Are you dreaming to transform your
Instagram Profile into a highly profitable
online personal brand leveraging
organic growth?
Work hand in hand with us and make
that frustration stop!
Click here, and fill the form to qualify for a free
strategy session with one of our team members
and have the opportunity to enrol into our

Premium Signature Program:

THE INSTAGRAM SMASHING FORMULA
Don't waste your time!
Make the change today!

INSTABRANDINGMETHOD.COM

